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University Center Completed; 
Furnishings Slowing Opening 
. . organizations will follow shortly 
Have you noticed the Increas.ed thereafter, but definite schedule has not 
"humming" around the Umv~rsity been arranged however. 
Center? The moving vans unloading at The Student Activities Office Suite is 
the Center? That's because the a room designed to give many of large 
University is hustling to arrange the campus organizations a centralized 
furniture , desks, and tables In place so room to work in. It was designed also to 
that the University Center can open as provide office space for many 
soon as poSSIble. organizations that do not have offIce 
On Friday, November 17, the space presently. The suite will have 
Un;versity Center officIally was ac- private locked storage space, fIling 
cepted by UMR. Robert Wright Co.,.the cabinet~ and several desks . These 
general contractor for the building, desks will be used by all organizations 
handed the keys over to the University that use the room. 
at 4:30 p.m. Since then, everyone The new cafeteria in the University 
associated with the Center has been Center will open Monday morning, 
working frantically to get the new although the rest of the bqilding will not 
University Center open before the end open until it is furnished. T@ cafeteria 
of the semester. . . will provide increased serving 
Although AuxIliary Enterpnses hope capacity. Along with the increased 
Mark Fehlig (I) and Larry Lamano (r) test the new stereo equipment 
that has gone onto the air due to student support. KMSM's Nick 
Stanley, Mark Fehlig, and Bob Schmidt sacrificed hours of time to get 
to open the building before the semester capacity, a greatly expanded menu will 
ends, the actual opemng remains up In be incorporated. The dining area IS 
the air . Most of the fIxtures have designed to seat 273 people at one tim~. 
arnveq and are stored In vanous A TV Room-Exhibition Area will 
warehouses in Rolla . Many of these provide increased capacity for viewing the new equipment on the air. (Fleming Photo) 
fixtures need to be transported to the television. A modernly equipped art 
More To Come! Center and assembled. EIghteen new exhibition are will also be provided. billiard tables have not arrived from An eighteen tabled billiards room 
KMSM Goes Stereo; the manufacturer. Shipment of the enables an increased amount of play. tables was delayed due to the lack of The room will be well-lighted and storage space.. . carpeted. Continuing in the trend of The Student Umon. Board . IS newness, the hours have been expanded 
scheduled to move Into theI.rnew off~ce in the University Center. The building 
area, the Student ActiVities OffIce will be open until 11:00 p.m. Sunday KUM R Is Created Suite, the weekend of December second thru Thursday and until 12 midnight and third . Several other campus Friday and Saturday. 
After many hours of long hard work, 
piles of publicity, and near unanimous 
student support; the final piece of new 
stereo equipment arrived at KMSM 
Monday, November 20. It ended a long 
legal process with the school for money, 
the FCC for a license and the actual 
allocation of money by the students who 
approp riated it without a second 
thought of denial. 
Chief Engineer, Mark Fehlig, Nick 
Stanley and Public Relations Director, 
Jay Walker flew to Gates Radio 
Company in Quincy, lllinois to accept 
delivery on the TE-l stereo exciter that 
went onto the air almost immediately. 
The TE-l is all transitor and replaces 
the tUbe-type exciter used by KMSM 
since its sign-{)n in 1964. 
The equipment was originally 
scheduled to go on the air next 
semester, but with the arrival of all the 
equipment, the KMSM staff was 
anxious to get it on the air. Mark 
Fehlig , Chief Engineer and Nick 
Stanley were so anxious that they 
sacrificed their six day Thanksgiving 
vacation to install and wire up the new 
equipemnt. 
The Gates Mono Board was removed 
from service and all the wires were 
identified and marked. Much of this 
necessary work was done prior to 
Thanksgiving. The entire KMSM 
station has ·now been entirely rewired 
into a neat , orderly network and 
mapped for the generations to come. At 
times the additions and inventions over 
the years seemed to be a myriad of 
mazes that perplexed the best of 
engineers for hours , but this is now a 
thing of the past. 
Others on the staff worked over the 
vacation also to rearrange the record 
library in its own room, paint the 
control room, and finally to change the 
KMSM sign to "KMSM Stereo." 
The long hours melded together as 
the progress started to show, but the 
work seemed endless. Finally on 
Sunday morning at 2:30 a .m. the final 
tests were made, all the bugs had been 
stifled, and KMSM WAS STEREO!!! 
On Monday at 6:31 p.m. KMSM went 
stereo and ironically died in the same 
short week. The station was reborn 
under the title KUMR due to a silly little 
game the station management must 
play with the FCC. 
This game is played thusly: KMSM is 
a Class C station with a limit of 100,000 
watts. When the 100 kw station (to be 
KUMR) becomes operational this is the 
only frequency open. KMSM is applying 
for a Class A license so they can in-
crease power to 3,000 watts. Hopefully 
their application for one of the five 
available frequencies will then be 
accepted, the name will end up KUMR 
and the station can be found somewhere 
between 88.1 and 92.9. 
The much needed "New University Center" has finally been turned 
over to the school and the rush is to furnish and open it. 
Remember that today and tom-
morrow are the last chances this 
semester to participate in the 
BE University Blood Drive. If you are between the ages of 18 and 65 and weigh 
A at least 110 pounds you owe to yourself to contribute a pint of blood. Your 
BL 0 OD donation of one pint not only makes you and your family eligible for free blood should you require it, but it helps D ON OR support the 29,000 pint per year need of the Springfield Red Cross Blood Center 
which is only one of fifty-nine centers 
[[j ~ ~ ~~7J~~;0~~!~ S~~:~. ~~~ya~~~:l ~~k~rg~~ O Y minutes and the whole process ta!<es c less than one-half hour which we can 
all spare for such a worthy cause. 
(Dave Hardin Photo) 
If you gave in the September Blood 
Drive, have no fears about not being 
able to participate in this one. A person 
can give a pint of blood every 56 days 
but no more than five times a year. If 
for some reason you wer~ not accepted 
in the last drive please come and get 
checked by the Red Cross medical staff 
again. For those who were not a ble to 
sign up in their organization or in the 
Student Union on Monday and Tuesday, 
please feel free to come to the ballroom 
anyway and if you can not give at that 
time we will be happy to schedule you 
at your convenience. Please help the 
Red Cross help you as well as others 




Campus News I 
Poet ry Reading 
The Humanities Department 
of UMR will host a poetry 
reading by R.P. Dickey . It will 
be on December 11 at 7:30 p.m. 
in room G-5 of the Humanities 
Sciences Building. 
Presently Mr. Dickey is 
Assistant Professor of English 
at South Colorado State College, 
having been a member of the 
English Department , 
University of Missouri. He is the 
fo under and editor of "The 
Poetry Bag" and has published 
many works. 
Dickey considers himself 
primarily a poet but adds : " I 
also write plays and short 
stories and reviews. The last 
two and one-half years I have 
enjoyed and learned from many 
readings J have given at schools 
and universities around the 
country. The readings improve 
one's writings. " 
Chamber Music Dec. 10 
The UMR String Ensemble 
and Chamber Band will be 
presen ted in a recital of 
cha mber music at 3 p.m . 
Sunday (Dec. 10 ) in the 
Mechani c al Engin e erin g 
Auditorium. The public is in-
vited to attend and there will be 
no admission charge. 
The program will include: 
"Symphony in D Major for 
Chamber Orchestra" by 
Alessandro Scarla tti ; " Music 
for Midsummer Night 's 
Dream" by Henry Purce)) ; 
" Four Brief Serenades " and 
" Music for a Temple of the 
Night" by Antonio Salieri, and 
"Concertino, Op. 107, for Flute 
and Wind Band" by Cecile 
Chaminade. Neil H. Compton of 
Spr ingfield III ., will be featured 
on the flute. 
The musical groups will be 
conducted by Dr. David L. 
Oakley. band director and 
associate professor of music 
Missouri -Rolla on Monday 
(Dec. 4). The visit is part of a 
14-day program in which newly 
elected members of the 
legisla ture a re provided 
orientation tours and briefings 
at state agencies. The state is 
required by law to sponsor the 
tours. 
Members of the UMR faculty 
met the group at 10:30 a.m. and 
gave the legislators a conducted 
bus tour of the campus. The 
group met in the Mechanical 
Engineering Auditorium for an 
extensive slide presentation of 
UMR buildings and activities. 
Exhibi ts of informational 
material were also provided at 
that time. 
A noon luncheon provided the 
opportuni ty for introduction of 
both the newly elected 
legislators and UMR deans and 
department chairmen. 
Informal discussion sessions 
and a question and answer 
period began at 1 p.m. and 
extended until the group left for 
its vi s it to the Mi ssouri 
Geological Survey. 
Ichord To Speak 
Richard H. !chord, United 
Sta tes Representative from 
Missouri's Eighth District, will 
speak on the campus of the 
University of Missouri-Rolla, 
Friday (Dec. 8) . 
"Changes in the Freedom on 
the Individual III America " is 
the topic of his speech. He will 
appear at 10:30 a.m . in the 
Mech ani cal Engineering 
Auditorium. 
Gra d ua t ion Recep tion 
The School of Engineering will 
sponsor a reception for its 
graduating seniors and their 
families on Sunday, December 
17, froll 10'30 A.M. to 11:30-
A 1\1 The reception will be held 
in the Miner Lounge on the 
UMR Hosts Tour second floor of the new 
Approximately 35 new UniverSity lenter bUilding. All 
MISSOURI MINER 
.........•.•.............••••.••...••..•.•••• 
In The Movies 
.............................................. 
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The story is uncomplicated. It 
tells of a minister , content in his 
small-town church , until he 
feels the hand of Fate directing 
him to farther horizons. A 
glance through a magazine 
marks the first step in his 
jow·ney. There he ses a group of 
boys from a squalid area of New 
York City , a group being held on 
suspicion of fllurder . This sets 
in motion a chain of events that 
even he does not fully un-
derstand . He knows only that he 
must attempt in some yet 
unknown manner , to help them. 
His unwavering resolve through 
the many crises and failure that 
follow channels his deep 
, '10'1" 
'I" .... ,. 
"01' 'n 
11\ ' II ",,,,1,," , ,~ ( •• 1,," , 
II I),.~ k. .\ \ ",.,,1. 
n 1,1' h .. ,,1 
commitment into a new 
ministry in the teeming ghettos. 
His church becomes the street 
corner and his congregation the 
worst delinquents and street 
gangs in New York City. 
The result of his labor was the 
establishment of what has since 
become the first of many Teen 
Challenge Centers. This was a 
venture in love toward those 
young people who had 
eliminated the word from their 
lives. No teenager nor , indeed, 
any sensitive, aware person, 
can fail to find a message of 
inspiration in this dramatic true 
story. 
Starring 
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UMR Graduate Students 
Join National Association 
One of the newest and 
growing organizations on 
campus, formed to serve the 
needs and concerns of the 
graduate students of UMR is the 
Association of Graduate 
Students . It became an of-
ficially recognized organization 
in September of 1971 and is 
recognized by both the Student 
Council and the Academic 
Council. 
The main objectives of this 
. organization are to provide a 
Iiason and effective means of 
communication between the 
graduate students and the 
Graduate Student Office and 
faculty. It was also designed to 
coordinate the activities of 
graduate students , such as their 
recent Seminars for Career 
Employment. It is also the 
intent of this organization to 
strive to maintain a high quality 
graduate program and to 
participate in activities which 
will benefit the University. 
All 520 graduate students at 
UMR are considered members 
of the A.G.S . but only 
designated representatives are 
allowed to yote at meetings. 
Each department is entitled to 
one representative for every 25 
graduate students there and 
currently there are 28 voting 
representatives and 2 advisors . 
Sparse Voter Turnout 
Marks First Referendum 
Official results of the Student 
Council Referendum were 
released last week. The 
Referendum was conducted 
November 15 and 16. Only 1400 
of 4300 students voted in the 
referendum, a poor turn out 
considering ballots were 
distributed among the 
organized living units on 
campus. 
One reason for the poor turn 
out was the fact that many 
students didn 't spend the time 
to figure out how to vote using 
the computer card system. This 
was the first time the system 
had been used, and it improved 
the efficiency of the tabulation 
of the results. 
Another cause of poor student 
participation was a lack of 
advance publicity concerning 
four of the five questions under 
consideration. This stemmed 
primarily from a late for-
mulation of these last four 
questions by the Student 
Council. 
The primary question on the 
referendum concerned student 
activity fees. There has been 
speculation that the Board of 
Curators was considering 
changing the method by which 
the student activity fee is 
distributed to student 
organizations. 
The referendum asked 
whether the students were 
content with the present method 
of each organization getting a 
pre-{ietermined portion of each 
student's fee . Over 94 per cent 
of those voting favored 
retaining the present system. 
While six per cent favored the 
organizations submitting 
budgets by a plan prederred by 
the Board of Curators. 
The second question asked 
whether the present auditorium 
facilities at UMR were adquate. 
Over 66 per cent of those voting 
felt a need for a performing arts 
type auditorium arts type 
auditorium while 34 per cent felt 
the present facilities were 
adequate. 
In the third question 56 per 
cent felt the present computer 
center adequately served the 
needs of the campus, while 44 
did not. 
The fourth question con-
cerned the student opinion of 
the social environment at UMR. 
81 per cent felt the poor social 
environment is a factor in the 
high number of students 
transferring to other schools. 
Question five concerned pass-
fail grading and presented three 
options to the voter. A new 
proposal was presented which 
called for each department to 
adopt its own pass-fail 
program , in which 20 per cent of 
the hours needed for graduation 
could be taken under a pass-fail 
option . 7uer cent of those 
voting favored the new proposal 
while 14 per cent were in favor 
of maintaining the present 
system and seven per cent did 
not want any pass-fail options. 
Treatment of d iseases with radioactive isotopes is the 
subj ectof Dr _ Da vid Wolf's semi nar. Dr. Wolf is the head 
of t he Isotope Separation Plant of the Weizma nn Institute 
of Science in Rehovot, Israe l. 
These reps , advisors and of-
ficers of the A.G .S. compose the 
" Executive Council" and all 
serve for a term of one year. 
The A.G .S. does not have a 
representative to the Student 
Council but is represented on 
the Academic Council and also 
many committees. 
Due to the fact that they were 
initially organized 3 years ago 
for social purposes exclusively, 
they are listed under Special 
Interest Groups on the listing of 
organizations at UMR. But 
since then they have become 
more interested in government 
and helping the needs of 
graduate students . 
The Association of Graduate Students is currently under 
the direction of President Henry Berek 
Missouri Miner 
University of Missouri - Rolla 
No "Reading Day" This Semester; 
Date Set For Faculty Evaluation 
The business of this past 
week's Student Council meeting 
held on November 28 covered 
many topics; one of which was 
this semester 's "reading day." 
Contrary to popular opinion 
the last scheduled day of classes 
before finals this semester will 
be Thursday, December 14-the 
day before finals start . It was 
thought that this day would be a 
free day , but the Student 
Council is given only one free 
day a semester. The Friday 
before Homecoming was this 
day. What will go into effect 
next year is the Student Council 
proposed "reading day." In the 
future one day of no classes will 
precede finals week. So classes 
go right up to finals this 
semester. 
The Academic Council 
reported to the Student Council 
that the Council 's resolution on 
transfer students' GPA's 
passed . The proposal stated 
that all transfer students to 
UMR must achieve a and the instructor. It is hope<! 
cumulative GPA of 2.0 in that this type of evaluation will 
courses taken at UMR to benefit student and instructor 
graduate. alike. 
President Ratchford 's reply With the opening of the 
to the Student Council's letter University Center might come 
concerning the computer center the advent of a free bulletin 
and services on this campus board for students on campus. 
was read. The main point of this Investigation into the possibility 
letter was that President of a student bulletin board found 
Ratchford will look deeper into that such a board is permissible 
the question of computer if it is policed. Student policing 
centralization and its effect on of this bulletin board would 
UMR based 011 new engineering el i min ate 0 ff -c a mp u s 
statistics of this situation . Also solicitation , profanity , and 
along this topic , the Council needless grafetti. A committee 
plans to poll the faculty on the is now formulating a policy 
services of the Rolla computer concerning the posting and 
center. policing of notices around the 
Faculty Evaluation campus . 
This season's pom-pom girls 
The Student Council will have for basketball were chosen on 
its Faculty Evaluation the week November 16 and are: Diane 
of December 4. At an in- Dawson, Peggy Durst , Jan 
structor 's convenience Council Johnson, Monica Lapp, Kim 
supplied evaluation forms will . Morrill , Debra Rabidoux, and 
be distributed to each class as an alternate , Virginia 
asking questions on the course Shoulders. 
Isotopes' Use Against Disease 
Discussed at Recent Seminar 
Radioa ctive isotopes are 
being used in the field of 
medicine to treat hum an 
diseases such as cancer. Their 
use is lim ited , however , 
because radioactive isotopes 
have the power to destroy 
human tissue. 
Dr . David Wolf, who recently 
conducted a seminar at UMR, is 
working on the idea that stable 
isotopes - as opposed to 
radioactive isotopes - may 
have some value in the treat-
ment of diseases without 
destructive results. 
Dr. Wolf is associate 
professor and head of the 
Isotope Separation Plant of the 
Weizmann Institute of Science 
in Rehovot, Israel. "We are in 
the ver y basic stages of 
research on the use of stable 
isotopes," he says. "Just before 
I left Israel, we were testing 
isotopes separated from oxygen 
to see if they had any toxic 
effect on mice. After we have 
run all kinds of tests to make 
sure stable isotopes are in no 
way harmful to tissue , then we 
can begin to see if they will be 
useful in treating disease. " 
The Weizmann Institute of 
Science is a distinguished in-
stitution of research and also a 
respected gradua te school in 
the field of science. Supported 
by the Israeli government and 
by donations from America , 
scientists study the elements 
which constitute the life forces 
in man and his environment. 
They hope to fathom how these 
forces function and, therefore, 
to learn how bir th, congential 
defects disease and aging can 
be controlled. They also study 
how the energies of the earth, of 
the ocean tides and of tornadoes 
can be harnessed for man's 
welfare. 
The Institute was founded by 
Israel 's first President, Chaim 
Weizmann . Abba Eban, Foreign 
Minister of Israel, was 
president of the Institute from 
1959 to 1966. The current 
president is Dr. Albert B. Sabin, 
developer of the Sabin oral polio 
vaccine in this country. 
Ptlge 4 
Sensored 
By ANDERSON and ELVEN 
HEALTH INSURANCE ... 
... Dear friends , please bow your heads in a moment of 
respectful silence; one of our close acquaintances is under the 
influence of a dread disease and it is unknown whether he will be 
able to recover fully. His sickness started so innocently that those 
who should have taken notice did not until it was nearly too late 
and the disease was advan ced into a dangerous stage. Additional 
consultants were not called into the case because it was felt that 
now his own attendants knew what was wrong with him they 
could effectively deal with the sickness by themselves. But lately , 
suddenly, oh so suddenly, he took a turn for the worse. Tragically, 
he isn't aware that he's sick. It's either that, or he doesn 't care 
(and that is the real tragedy) . Please excuse me, I see that I've 
neglected to tell you our acquaintance 's name. Perhaps if I relate 
to you his latest series of symptoms, you will recognize him more 
easily. First, he refused to help the Student Council in a 
referendum so that the results were almost totally useless . 
Secondly, a good indication of how things had progressed was the 
drought of applications for the Talent Show. It was to be the fourth 
of its kind and the last one had been going downhill. Finally, he 
affects his own health by standing idly by to see if anyone else is 
going to give blood. 
Still haven't guessed my friend? The student body. The 
disease? Apathy. The cause and cure? YOU. 
MISSOURI MINER DECEMBER 6, 1972 
"N!ORFi.?!" 
19 DA YS ... Now that Christmas is almost upon us, we are 
reminded that the squeals of delight of the children on Christmas 
morning are nothing compared to the curses of anger from their 
parents three shopping days before. 
Our Man Hoppe 
BOOK REVlEW .. .'72- '73 Student Directory, by Blue Key 
National Honor Fraternity, Triad Printing Corporation, Rolla, 
Missouri, 1972. Of the several publications of official nature that 
fall into the hands of UMR students each year, the Blue Key 
Student Directory must surely be deemed the most practical. Not 
the type that zooms to the top of the best seller list, it nonetheless 
is probably found in the possession of most persons affiliated with 
the university. A brief inspection of this year's product indicates 
that it has even surpassed last year's standards. Immediately 
noticible is the date of circulation, far exceeding the previously 
held record of "How Late Can A Student Directory Be 
Distributed" that was held by North Dakota's Last Chance Jr. 
College . I suppose it was thoughtful of them to have the book in 
my hands in time for first semester finals, to act as a sort of 
security blanket. I hope anyone deciding to use their Blue Key in 
this manner, however, does not take it as a standard of accuracy, 
for such it is not. Upon opening, the first name I check (My own) 
is wrong. The second name I check (my roommate's) is also 
wrong. Not to hold back the suspense any longer, I got my hat 
trick (three in a row). My partner's is also incorrect. But I have 
faith. I'm sure something in there must be right. I think the pages 
are numbered correctly. 
The Devil Gets His Due 
CLEARED TO LAND .. . After careful consideration and many 
hours of wandering through the endless maze, we have come to 
the conclusion that those higher up did indeed know what they 
were doing when they designed 'The Quad.' The layout is an exact 
miniature of O'Hare International Airport in Chic~go. What is 
especially clever is that, being located in the center of a univer-
sity, the taxiways and runways can be named after buildings and 
departments, rather than just be boringly numbered. Now we 
have the " Burton Memorial Landing Strip" (has that been 
cleared with Student Personnel ?) , The "Parker Hall Waiting 
Area", the Band G · Walkway"(as opposed to a normal runway), 
and the Terminal Lounge Area for Traffic Safety. Several tourist 
attractions could also be installed, including the Curators' 
Boardwalk. So don 't miss your opportunity, miniature airplanes 
are on sale today in downtown Rolla. 
Pope Paul 's attack on the 
devil last week was nowhere 
better received than at 4838· 
Cherry Street. 
The Pope, as you know, said 
that not only does the devil 
actually exist but "he is the 
enemy number one ... the 
tempter par excellence . .. the 
hidden enemy who sows errors 
and misfortunes in human 
history." 
The occupant of the split-
level, suburban ranch house at 
4838 Cherry street-Mr. Lucifer 
B. (for Beelzebub) Satan-was 
elated by the news. 
"For years," he told an en-
terprising reporter who rang his 
doorbell, "I feared the world 
had forgotten me. " 
A popular figure in the neigh-
borhood, Mr. Satan always has 
candy in his pockets for the 
little children. And the parties 
he gives regularly are , friends 
say, " unforgettable"-though 
none care to remember the 
details publicly. 
Mr. Satan is also Handicap 
Chairman and a beloved figure 
at the nearby Wasphaven Golf 
Club. The secret of his success 
there , he confided with a 
devilish smile, is to " always 
turn your back when your op-
ponent has a bad lie." 
Known as ' " Beez" to his 
friends a nd ne ighbor s , Mr . 
Satan has most recently been 
employed as an advertiSi ng 
copy writer . 
He has won the grudging 
admiration of his Madison 
Among his charitable works, 
too numerous to mention, is The 
Oevil's Workshop, which em-
ploys idle hands in the 
manufacture of poker chips, 
French postcards and inex-
pensive time bombs. 
But Mr. Satan, who always 
wears size two Guccis and a belt 
with an arrowshapedbuck.le that 
sometimes twitches, is proudest 
of his Government career. He 
has served as an unpaid and 
unheralded consultant to vir-
tually every President in living 
memory-not to mention 
thousands of mayors, gover-
nors , judges and Congressmen . 
For the past decade and 
more, his major concern has 
been Vietnam. An avowed 
hawk, it was he , of course, who 
first spied the light at the end of 
' the tunnel. His were the brains 
behind the concept that the way 
to bring our boys home was to 
send half a million or" them over 
there. And it was he who first 
proposed our smashing Bombs 
for Peace Program. 
His general philosophy on 
Vietnam , now widely shared, is 
that "one American is worth a 
thousand gooks ." And he is 
greatly admired in Pentagon 
circles for his slogan : "For the 
cost of only three hospitals , we 
could add another bomber to 
our first line of defense." 
Such phrases stem from Mr. 
Satan's life-long work in the 
fields of race relations and 
poverty. He modestly seeks no 
remuneration for his en-
deavors. " The results," he 
says, "are reward enough." 
Like many public figures , Mr. 
Satan is rumored to be con-
nected with the Mafia and such 
illicit operations as gambling, 
dope , prostitution and both 
political parties. He denies it. 
"I only serve where I'm 
needed," he says. 
But the Papal attack left Mr. 
Satan beaming . " It's about 
time," he said , "that I received 
the recognition and universal 
gratitude I so richly deserve." 
Gratitude? 
Mr. Satan looked surprised. 
"If it weren't for me," he said, 
"whom would mankind blame 
its failings on? " 
Christopher Jewelers 
805 Pine Street 
*** Catering To UMR 
The Complete Service Jeweler 
K-WHAT? .. Good morning UMR students. The station you are 
now listening to a t 88.5 is KUMR, formerly KMSM. Now don't be 
mislead, cause KMSM is still your student service voice, and 
Chuck the Duck has not flown the coop. Next fall , the University of 
Missouri educational station will take over at 88.5 and KMSM will 
continue operating at a new frequency. Changing our call letters 
from KMSM to KUMR simply frees the KMSM call letters so they 
can be re.assi~ed. your mission, and we hope you will accept it, 
IS to continue lIstemng to KMSM on the KUMR radio station, and 
to support us as we finalize plans for next falls continued 
operation. If anyone is still confused, the KMSM staff will attempt 
to clear up the U of M actions. The organization KMSM will never 
self-<iestruct. 
Avenue colleagues for his ap- r------------------------... 
pealing slogans-such as "You 
only live once 1" for Catarrh 
cigarettes, "One more won 't 
hurt! " for Rottghutt bourbon 
and "Spend it while you haven 't 
CREDITS ... Apathy appears because of YOU ... Blue Key ap-
pears (finally) ... KUMR appears thanks to U of M .. . the 
Quadrangle landscape has disappeared thanks to a lot of cement ... 
This column is one semester old thanks to the guys at the 
Miner ... THAT'S ALL. 
got it!" for the Live-Like-A-
King Credit Card Corp. 
NOTI CE 
Today is the last day for 
students, faculty , and 
staff to pick up your 
Rollamo . The yearbooks 
can be picked up in 
Room G-l Rolla 
Building until 4: 00 p.m . 
BIG GENES 
Foreign Car Sales, Service & Parts 
Expert Repair 
For Sale 
64 MGB , Red ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1045.00 
63 MGB, Black •••••••••••••••••••••• 850.00 
70 Fiat 850 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1195.00 
364-5441 Hiway 63 S., Next to Tenco Pump Co. 
TERM-PAPERS 
WRITTPJ BY 'l'kOrr SS ION -\1 III (;1<1 , Il III ~I \H.Cln KS 
· 24 II-Jur \llIlllukr' 
OU,1I1I) R('~('.lId, 
L {I\\\'" r.1I~·\ 
'RC\IIII\' Gu.H.lnl~·,·d 
FIl EE Il ESC HII'T I\ 1 C \ T \LOCl E 
CALL CO LLECT - ! I ~ - :111-:111 2 
~(l{X) 0"J...!~ 
11t11\1 '- 1.00 ".1'. 
I '~l'tl A Otll!HlJ h 
II 't 1'1 P In fml,hr,1 rnrm 
\\1111 1I1""II I"l.Iph) & I lIf1 InOll'\) 
II '*"11'-11111, "f I Inl\hcd PJ~r~ 
'''I \'\d\ 'IIt'lnL) 
OR WRrI F 11 }{\I P\PI H RI SI ,\ RCl I ,/'.:('. LOCI\L SALE.SME N 
N(rQE[) 
(WI,te flO M,n J one~) 
\~.H"m.'lt.n, P.I. I ~976 
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Peace Corps 
Visits Rolla 
Lambda Chi Aids Retarded 
For a number of years 
Lambda Chi Alpha has spon-
sored a program for the men-
tally retarded children of Rolla. 
Pea c e Cor p s - V I S T A per cent of the volunteers are The brothers weekly meet the 
'recruiters will be at the UMR married couples. There are kids at Colonial Lanes to help 
campus Monday and Tues. Dec. very limited opportunities for them bowl. For the most part 
11 and 12. There will be an in- married couples with children the brothers are there to offer a 
formation table at the Student and only in disciplines where it few pointers and, in some cases, 
Union, and interviews at the is difficult to fill the openings to make sure the ball heads in 
Placement Office. Mid year with single applicants . the right direction. The 
grads, spring grads or grad - The procedure for applying to program is slow, tedious and 
students who are interested in Peace Corps or VISTA is fairly equires a mountain of 
Peace Corps or VISTA simple. If possible, applicants patience, but is tremendously 
programs in 1973 may sign up should have recruiter rewarding. As one brother said, 
for interviews on or after Dec. 4. assistance in filling out the "We get our thanks each week 
Information and application application as there are some before we start. It's the look of 
forms are available at the areas of the application which happiness and anticipation on 
Placement Office and in the usually evoke questions. the kids faces when we walk in 
Union Lobby. Since Peace The evaluation procedure that makes it all worthwhile." 
Corps and VISTA situations usually takes 2 or 3 months , so The children are from the 
are becoming more competitive applicants are urged to apply 6- Rolla School for the Mentally 
in nature , potential applicants 8 months prior to the time when Retarded. They are from six 
are urged to start their ap- they would wish to be placed. If years old to twenty. "The 
plications now and then have an applicant can be placed, he is beginners, the younger ones are 
recruiter assistance on Dec. 11 notified by invitation and ad- probably the best to work with, 
or 12. vised as to the location , nature and they are the ones that mied 
As of this time, Peace Corps and other details of the project. the help the most. They don't 
projects exist in 50 countries The applicant is then requested have much coordination yet, so times were alot of work, we had kids come to tbeir house and 
(Latin America, Africa, South to respond as soon as possible it is more of a game to them to teach them everything. But Santa Claus even manages to 
and Southeast Asia) and VISTA with his or her decision than anything 'else," says one now, oiLly the younger kids have show up. Lambda Chi also 
volunteers are serving in 48 (negative or affirmative). veteran bowler. "They set the trouble staying up and need donates about $500 to the school 
states in nearly 500 different Peace Corps and VISTA still ball down, give it a shove, and if help, while a few of the older yearly, about half the procedes 
projects. The Peace Corps represent a very unique op- it manages to stay away from kids have become surprisingly. of their annual Chicken Benefit" 
emphasis now is in agriculture, portunity for qualified people. the gutter they start jumping up good skaters. A few of them cptf Dinner. 
health , education (math , Thousands of people will be and down." skate rings around most of. US." As a whole the entire program 
science, English , voc- placed in 1973. If you have As a change of pace, once a In addition to thesfl, -weekly is very beneficial for the 
ational, physical and skilled considered a volunteer role , you month the Lambda Chi's take activities, Lambd~ .... hi Alpha Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha 
trades), business and are encouraged to investigate the mentally retarded kids sponsors parties for . _ kids . At as well as the mentally retarded 
professional services. A great further on Dec . 11 or 12. roller skating. "The first few Halloween and e hristmas the children of Roll'!. many openings exist for ';';;~~';';"";' __________ iiiiiiiiiii ______ -. p;';';;~;;;;;';;';';;;''';;;;';;;';';';'';;';''; __ ''''_I1111111111 ________ '' 
engineers, either in engineering 
disciplines , education and even 
in agrucluture for those with 
farm backgrounds. VISTA 
projects require people with 
backgrounds in social sciences, 
education , health , architecture, 
business, law , planning, 
engineering etc. 
Peace Corps programs are 
still approximately 2 years in 
length , while VISTA volunteers 
serve for 1 year. Contrary to 
popular belief, the financial 
rewards, while not competitive, 
are much better than the often 
quoted 11 cents an hour. 
Placement of Single ap-
plicants is the most desirable in 
either Peace Corps or VISTA, 
however approximately 20-25 
SIN IN THE SKIES 
NICE , France (CPS)-NASA 
officials are thinking about 
providing their male astronauts 
with female counterparts to 
relieve the tensions of long, 
lonely flights through space. 
A NASA research director 
told delegates to an in-
ternational space and avia tion 
conference September 20 that 
females should be included on 
space missions which may last 
as long as a year. That way, 
astronauts would not be 
deprived of " norma l 
heterosexual relations." 
Sexual morals have changed 
significantly , the NASA 
researcher said, and "as a 
consequence, living in close 
proximity with members of the 
opposite sex will seem perfectly 
natural space crews. " 
Have You Considered '1i!tJtta &za/t-~(Jdlf 
PEACE CORPS CRAFTS·HOBBIES· ARTISTS' SUPPLIES .) 605 PINE STREET 
or ' I~ .- -> PHONE 364-5581 
VISTA \.(:~~~-~~?ROlLA, MISSOURI 65401 
Recruiters will be on Campus lENO'S MOTEL 
STEAK HOUSE Dec. 11 & 12 Unjon and Placement Office 
Read the feature in this issue 
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK" 
BOX 70 - PHONE: 364-13Ql 
ROLLA, MO. MARTIN SPRING DR. 
youbu~ 
'em full we'll buy 
'emempfy 
Sell us our cans. We'll give you lO¢ a pound (about V2 cent a can) 
for all Stag aluminum cans - or anyQne else's - that you bring 
to Stag recycling centers. Now, a brief pause for a commercial : 
"when you want to chase a beer with a beer, start with Stag." 
STAG RECYCLING CENTER 
DE LEO DISTRIBUTING, INC. 
Highway P & Highway 19 - Cuba, Mo. 
Open : Sat. 9 AM - Noon 




The story you are about to 
read is true. Nothing has been 
changed so credit may be given 
where credit is due. 
MISSOURI MIN R 
n ... 
(all students interested in this 
type of studies should get in 
touch with the little men with 
the little minds in UMR's 
planning section or whatever 
they call it) . Also, there is a 
reward for the information 
leading to the arrest and con-
viction of the joker who put 




I'd like to know what's going 
on at this University. Here I am 
trying to do a good job walking 
my beat down at the football 
game Saturday afternoon and 
here come some young punks 
I 
• 
On November 19, 1972, at 
a pproximately 1400 hours , 
following fantastic deluge of 
snow of the preceding night , the 
men of the MRHA instigated 
what might be loosely defined 
as a "snowball fight" upon the 
revered MRHA quadrangle. 
Approximately 50-75 persons 
were engaged in this fracas. 
However, Miners being what 
they may , this thrill -seeking 
throng guickly degenerated into 
a wila, vicious mob which 
threatened to endanger life and 
property at any moment. 
Cl ea rl y, constitut io nal 
democracy as we now know it 
was in imminent jeopardy. 
WRHA assembled in the quad 
after lunch for a good-natured 
snowball fight. The fun was 
brought to an end by the ap-
pearance of Mother Dollar , who 
doesn't approve of the residents 
having a good time. After he 
caught a well-thrown and well-
deserved snowball in the face , 
Bob burst into tears , ran inside 
and called the campus cop. With 
the cop's arrival, Mom regair.ed 
his courage and chased the 
tired, weary snowballcrs from 
the quad. Bob also picked a guy 
at random to write up for the 
malicious a ttack with a 
snowball. I know the accused to 
be innocent , for I hurled the 
projecGle myself. Nobody saw 
me do it, for who can see a 
poltergeist? Since no damage 
was done to McAnerney Hall 
and none was threatened, the 
whole affair was no concern of 
Bob's . This is typica l of the 
bungling manner in which he 
handles things. 
from Cape and would you •• ---~---____ ~ 
At this untimely moment a 
female resident of WRHA made 
a most unfortuna te excursion 
from the Women's Residence 
Hall. She promptly met with a 
withering murderous , and 
devastating hail of potentially 
lethal projectiles and sustained 
many grievious and debasing 
wounds. Unda un ted, she 
managed to limp , whimpering , 
into the safe domain of the 
Women's Residence Hall. 
Enraged, Robert Dollar , alias 
WRHA supervisor , burst forth 
from his abode, at which time 
he , too , was assaulted with a 
similiar volley of frozen 
munitions. After making a 
strategic retreat into his for-
tress, Robert's razor-keen mind 
sprang into action. Deducing 
that lives and property were 
jeopardized, and anarchy and 
riot moments away, citizen 
Dollar established com-
munication with the local 
constabulary who arrived 
promptly to quell the distur-
bance and restore law and order 
to the MRHA quadrangle . 
It is with the deepest 
gratitude and most heartfelt 
appreciation , that we the men of 
the MRHA, citizens of the USA 
and free men all over the world 
salute Robert Dollar for his 
steadfast and unswerving 
allegiance to duty , love of 
freedom and never-ending 
search for truth, justice and the 
American way. We may rest 
easy in our beds tonight 
knowing that Robert Dollar, 
watchdog of law and order , is on 
duty. 
Yours Respectfully, 
Dear John : 
Yours in the Spirit , 
St. Farrar. 
I just want to remind 
everyone that on behalf of the 
faculty and the administration , 
the students who wish to use the 
new UMR Skating Rink 
(located directly in front of the 
old Stud. U. ) may do so on the 
faculty skating time. Also the 
students should be aware that 
as of this time arrangements 
are being made for Van Cliburn 
to play the organ for the skating 
music. Van Cliburn has agreed 
to play for us at a rather stiff 
price; owning to this fact, the 
administration has decided to 
sell our 360-50 IBM computer 
and to close the EE Department 
believe it they were a-<lrinking? 
Wp.ll, you can imagine what I 
told them, Why I gave them 
such a scolding that I didn 't 
think I'd ever see them again ; 
but then here about ten minutes 
la ter I saw them back a t the 
game. 
Well Kelly told us not to use 
our guns (besides I really don 't 
ha ve any bullets and loud noises 
make me nervous) but I sure 
wish I would 've had my 
nightstick handy. As it turns out 
it only took me and the rest of 
the boys over here at Traffic 
Safety thirty minutes to take 
their wine away from them. Did 
I do right? 
Protecting You! 
-A Campus Cop 
Dear Campus Cop , 
Yea , Yeah I think you did 
right but I wonder what would 
have happened if they had been 
over five years old? Also , why 
do they let you carry guns when 
you don 't have any bullets , what 
do you do , throw your guns at 
terrorists? 
01 EHL MONTGOM ERY 
FORD SALES 
Rolla. Missouri 
(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan in this Area) 
This plan allows the students upon approved credits 
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and 
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job. 
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold 
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students 
this way . See us for all the details. Also you can use 
your own insurance or ours. 
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY 
This allows the graduating students to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it . 
The Grateful Residents :==============iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~1 
Dear Grateful Residents 
You and I are in complete 
agreement, we need mo~e such 
men , such good citizens as Bob 
Dollar, so that this great 
country can again take it's 
place of greatness in the world 
today. Thinking this way I 
salute you Bob, and present to 
you 'Dear John's Frearful 
Framis Fubar award for such 
lackluster performance above 
and beyond your respon-
si bilities. 
Dear "Tell It Like It Is" John : 
In your reply to the various 
letters responding to your 
paper's article about Robert 
Doll ar, you requested sub-
stantiated evidence on what 
kind of ding-bat he really is . I 
would like to rela te the 
following incident. The day 
after the big snowfall, various 
members of the MRHA and the 
Budweiser 
Always At The Top! 
Enjoy Special 
Holiday Prices on 
12 oz. cans 
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Probability Theory Of the Mall Centerpiece 
/ ,I ~ /,. '/' I 
///' . 
. ~ 
We also sell it 
to bookkeepers. 
But the people who really love it 
and buy it are people whose main 
business is not calculating . That's 
because we make it simple, make 
it quality. 
Our happy users include a 
blimp navigator, a heavyweight 
boxer and many other interesting 
people. Write Craig for more 
information and .a list of other 




•••• a .... 
.allil 
••• 
The Cl a, ~ 4501 Pocket Calculator has features like 
uUIIHn rechargeable ballen6S dnd protecllve carrying 
caSe .......... tandard No eXlr~ charge Irs even more 
com..,act than you'd exp°"-' Only 3" wide. 51,,·'ong 
and an Incredible 1Y2; ,Inl y,,)u (;an add subtract. 
mulltply and divide to your heart s content -even cham 
multiply And there IS a special SWitch for repealed 
multiplication and dUlslon b f a Single pre-selected 
constant In addh·()n 10 the permanent banenes there 
IS a pOwer cord prov1C:!ed for AC operalfon The snap-
ar Ion keyboard combined -Nlth the bright easy-to-
'",ad electronic numerals make II a oleasure 10 counl 
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JO'b Openings Available 
At KC Recreation Center 
In the office of Charles B. 
,
'Wheeler , Jr. , Mayor of Kansas 
City, Missouri , it was an-
nounced that WORLDS OF 
FUN, Kansas City's new 20.5 
million dollar, 140 acre family 
recreation center, has 1,200 job 
openings for its first season of 
operation. 
Commenting on the economic 
effect of 1,200 new jobs, Mayor 
Wheeler said, "WORLDS OF 
FUN will make a significant 
impact on the community task 
of finding jobs for the area's 
10,000 high school graduates 
each year. WORLDS OF FUN is 
to be commended for beginning 
recruitment early. My Council 
on Youth Opportunity and 
WORLDS OF FUN will coor-
dinate their efforts in this 
meaningful project." 
Stan McIlvaine, general 
manager of WORLDS OF FUN, 
provided details of the 
recruitment program. "We will 
begin accepting applications 
and conducting initial in-
terviews in the office of the 
Grass Dangerous 
To Human Fetus 
(CPS) Louisiana 
Congressman John Rarick has 
taken a stand against the 
national Commission on 
Marijuana and Drug Abuse for 
its recommendation that pot 
penalties be eased. 
Marijuana , he maintains , is 
"potentially dangerous to the 
human fetus." Rarick claims 
this information is from reports 
he has read. 
Rarick is also concerned for 
the lack of dope smokers bet-
ween the ages of 40 and 60 
years . 
Said Rarick: "Could it be that 
there are no marijuana 
smokers in the 40 to 60 age 
bracket because, as a con-
sequence of smoking 
marijuana, they committed 
suicide?" 
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL 
R ESEARCH CONSULTANTS 
. AR EA DIRECTORS WANTED 
2430 PENNSYLVANIA AVE. 
NW WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037 
Mon-Fri. Sat. 
A 9 , 30 ·5 ,30 (202) 781-4511 10 ,30 
E New & Used Discount A 
R Paperbacks E 






Missouri Division of 
Employment Security, Glad-
stone Plaza Shopping Center, 
6589 North Oak Trafficway, 
Gladstone, Missouri, from 9:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on December 
28, 29, and 30, 1972 and from 
noon to 5:00 p.m. on December 
31, 1972," Mcilvaine said. 
Mcilvaine went on to explain 
that applicants need not attend 
on the first day. Each applicant 
will be judged on his or her own 
merit-not in the order of ap-
pearance. He also pointed out 
that additional interviews will 
be conducted at WORLDS OF 
FUN after January 2, 1973. 
"WORLDS OF FUN 's 1,200 
young Ambassadors will sell 
and take 'passports', prepare 
and serve food, operate rides, 
feed animals, maintain 
cleanliness, park cars, and 
answer the questions of over 
one million guests. They will 
actually operate the park," 
McIlvaine said . 
Bill Harbour, director of 
personnel at WORLDS OF 
ONE~ RT 
FUN, said applicants must be at 
least 16 years old and furnish 
proof of age at the time they 
apply. They will be considered 
for both spring weekend and 
full-time summer employment. 
Each young WORLDS OF 
FUN Ambassador will be given 
a thorough indoctrination in 
overall park operations in 
addition to training for his or 
her specific responsibility. 
Every Ambassador must be 
energetic, enthusiastic, and 
friendly. All must be neat in 
appearance with warm per-
sonalities. Nothing will be more 
important than the genuine 
courtesv and hospitality shown 
WORLDS OF FUN guests. 
Area students modeled 
colorful WORLDS OF FUN 
costumes and uniforms 
following the announcement. 
WORLDS OF FUN is a 
project of Lamar Hunt, owner 
of the Kansas City Chiefs. The 
internationally-themed park 
will offer a wide choice of the 
very latest and most exciting 
rides shows and attractions. 
ROAD 
Take the Hitch out of Hiking 
in Jeans shoes 
When '(0,-, tC' 't~,t:1 
tor Ihe 00('1"' r(,<1~ ~ I't: 
leaOy tor 1 hom ~,h ;, " -; "'I\.' '''' 
bY~",-~ 
you 'han1 II) , .• 0 In ornlo" "r>C <;Iyle In !'ll"lwe'9 ')1 
suede or goolle s0tl 'l',tl"er" '1"1 roel l, r,Jl,I(WO long weal '''9 SOles In 
eanhy I"ce UP D,.J I1(;r nS Irl I I SO'I!,; /)1 <":OIO'S Hilv~ one lor Ihe loaa 
w llh Tnom Me An Jt:'dr" <;tlOP<; lu51 rOr rneluroor tl Only $17.99 
FAMILY SHOE STORE 
701 Pine St. 
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
1972 FALL SEMESTER 
University of Missourl- Rolla 
1. The final examination period will begin at 7:30 a,m. Friday, 
December 15,1972, and will end at 5:30 p,m, on Wednesday, 
December 20. 1972. 
2. No special final examina tion shall be given except on 
wntten permlsslOn from the Dean of the School or College in 
which the final is given. 
3. If a student has a conflict between two final examinations, 
the subject regularly scheduled for the year in which he is 
classified shall lake precedence and the department 
teaching the other subject shall arrange a special 
examination for him upon the request of the Registrar. 
4. Students with three final examinations scheduled on the 
same day may request that the examination falling in the 
second period on tha t day be moved to a different da te, (If no 
examination for the student is scheduled in the second 
period, the examination in the fourth period will be moved.) 
Students with four examinations scheduled on the same day 
may request that the second and or fourth examination be 
moved to another date, All of the above requests are to be 
made in the Registrar's Office at least one week before the 
beginning of the final examination week. 
5. The final examination will meet in the same room as the 
class is laught, unless the scheduled room is changed by the 
instructor, with the approval of the Registrar's Office. 
Rooms for common finals will be assigned by the Registrar's 
Office. 
6. Courses scheduled for 4 or 5 credit hours which meet at the 
same hour or at different hours during the week (for 
example, 9:30, MWF, 1:30 Tu, Th,) may hold final 
examinations at either of the two periods assigned in the 
examination schedule. 
7. Courses meeting for 75 minutes two times per week will hold 
their examinations at the times scheduled for the hour in 
which the class begins, 
8. Examinations for courses meeting at times which are not 
included in the schedule below may be held a ny time during 
the examination period which is agreeable to the teacher and 
the-students. Arrangements must be made for the necessary 
rooms through the Registrar'li Office. 
9. Examination. should not last longer than two hours. 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - FALl.. 1972 
Common final exams will be given in C sc 73, C sc 74, C Sc 163, 
C Sc 283, EE 63, EE 265, EE 273, EM 50, EM 100, EM 110, EM 
150, Engll, Math 2, Math 4, Math 6, Math 8, Phys 21, Phys 23, 
Phys 24, Phys 25 and Phys 107. The final exam will be given at 
the time listed for the common final, and not according to the 





C Sc 283, EM 50, 
100, 150, Math 2, 
Math 4, & 8 
Mon, 10:30 
Tu, 3:30, C Sc 163, 




Tu, 2:30, C Sc 73, 
74, EE 265, 273 
EXAMINATION 
Friday, Dec. 15 
Friday, Dec. 15 
Friday, Dec. 15 
Friday, Dec, 15 
Saturday, Dec. 16 
Saturday, Dec. 16 
Saturday, Dec. 16 
Saturday, Dec. 16 
Tu, 8:30, & Engll Monday, Dec. 18 
Phys 21, 23, 24, 25, Monday, Dec. 18 











Monday, Dec. 18 
Monday, Dec. 18 
Tuesday, Dec. 19 
Tuesday, Dec. 19 
Tuesday, Dec. 19 
Tuesday, Dec. 19 
Wednesday, Dec. 20 
Wednesday, Dec. 20 
Wednesday, Dec. 20 
Wednesday, Dec. 20 
EXAMINATION 
TIME 
7:30-9:30 a .m. 
10:00-12:00 noon 




1 :00-3:00 p.m. 
,3:30-5:30p.m, 
7:30-9:30 a.m. 










3: 30-5: 20 p.m. 
~Rolla Volkswagen (jJ 
Old Hiway 66 East 
At Northwye 
364-5178 
HAlways A Fine Selection 
Of New & Used Cars" 
Merideth Motors 
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Williams, Peters Combine for 42 Points 
Miners Open Season With 77·71 Victory 
The UMR Miners downed the 
Westminster Bluejays , 77-71 
here last Wednesday night, but 
not before the Bluejays staged a 
comeback and led the Miners 
briefly in the last fi ve minutes 
of the game. 
Both teams began the game 
cold, but the Miners began 
hitting before the half, and 
pulled away. The halftime score 
was 42-30, in favor of the 
Miners. UMR continued to 
increase their lead and when 
Westminster called a time out 
with 13 : 19 left in the game, the 
Miners led by 18 points , 57-39. 
Then the game turned around 
and the Miners went cold as 
Westminster overcame the 18 
point deficit and led 65-64 with 
4: 15 left on the clock. The 
remaining four minutes were 
plagued by fouls. The Miners 
made nine free throws, Bob 
Kissack made a layup, and John 
Williams ' tipped in a missed 
free-throw to give the Miners 
their 77:71 victory. 
John Williams played all 40 
minutes and led the Miner 
scoring attack with 25 points. 
Williams also led in rebounds 
with 11. Rich Peters was second 
in hoth points, with 17, and 
rebounds, with 10. Tommy Noel 
had 9 points, Ken Stalling had 8 
points , and both Rodney 
LeGrand, and Royce Vessel had 
6 points apiece. 
The Miners had a 42.9 team 
field goal percentage, making 
27 of 63 attempts. They also had 
a 79.3 free throw percentage, 
making 23 of 29. 
Westminster had a 45.5 team 
field goal percentage and a 62.5 
free throw percentage. The 
Bluejays leading scorer was 
Dan Dunkman who had 23 
points for the game. Alan Van 
Wyngarden had 19 points for 
Westminster and George Limko 
had 17. Michael Austin had 10 
points when he fouled out at the 
beginning of the second half. ' 
An estimated crowd' of 3200 
spectators attended the game. 
A weekend tour to Wisconsin 
proved unsuccessful for ' the 
Miners as they dropped two 
games to their non-<:onference 
foes last week. The defeats 
seemed to indicate that the 
problems the Miners have had 
on the road are back. Last year, 
they lost 10 while winning only 2 
on the road. 
Friday night, UMR traveled 
to Milwaukee to meet the highly 
respected University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee squad. 
The Panthers displayed a 
strong offensive attack against 
the Miners. This offense 
combined with cold second half 
shooting for the Miners was the 
cause of the defeat. UMW's 
team scoring leader , Harold 
Lee , displayed his superb 
shooting skills and along with 
his teammates handed the 
Miners a 93-83 loss. 
The much improved 
.University of Wisconsin-
Parkside handed UMR their 
second loss of the weekend by a 
score of .72-66. Saturday night's 
game see-sawed during most of 
the second half and the game 
wasn't decided until ' John 
Williams blocked a Wisconsin-
Parkside _shot and was charged 
with goal-tending. He was also 
charged with a personal foul on 
the same play. 
The Miners led the whole first 
half after Rich Peters broke a 8-
Continued on Page 11 
JO.hn Williams weaves his way through three West-
minster defenders as he goes in for a layup and two of his 
twenty-five points. Photo by Ray Blank 
Rich Peters goes up for the opening tipoff of the 1972-73 basketball season. The 
Miners won the opening game, beating ·Westminster, 77-71. 
Photo by Dave Hardin. 
CMS Dominate~ All-Missouri Tourney 
Ganz Finished Second in 190 lb. Class 
This past Saturday the UMR 
wrestling team went to Forest 
Park Community College to 
take part in the All-Missouri 
wrestling tournament. Although 
no team champion was an-
nounced or any team ratings 
released, Central Missouri 
State University was by far the 
dominant school. CMSU took six 
of the ten first place titles, three 
seconds and three thirds. 
On a 3-2-1 basis (3 points for 
first place, 2 for second and 1 for 
third) CMSU totaled 27 points , 
Northwest Missouri State has 
12, Forest Park Community 
College 5, Meramec Community 
College 6, Southwest Missouri 
State 4, UMR 2 Northeast 
Missouri State 2 and Southeast 
Missouri State 1. 
The lone scorer for UMR was 
I90-lb. Steve Ganz who took 
second. 
(1\1 , 'urpsl h tl'k Co rnmunil v CollegE' 
TE'~.\1 CODE Forest 'Park Com-' 
nlunlty ! FP): Central :\1 ~ S li 0 U " I 
I('M'!I; S-oUTHIWEST MiSSOUri 
I S\\,MOI; Univ('n:;ltv or Missouri __ 
r. " J I H.. (UMR); Southeast MissOuri 
,SE)'lQ.: Nor t h w cst Mlssour l l 
'-'\\'MO.: Xorlh e. asl Mls~ouril 
I :-':E,\IO I; ·J\lcrame~ Com mUll I tv 
I)J(~, • 
TERM PAPERS 
Se nd for your descriplive, up· lo·dale, 
128-page, mail order ca lal og of 2,300 
Quailly lermpapers. Enclose $1.00 10 
cover postage and handl ing. 
WE ALSO WRITE 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS. 
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc. 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
lOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 
"We need a local salesm, 
Following are the 
results of the top three places in 
each division. 
Virs l thre(' Ilhlc .. ,> 
] 1 R·'P.oUrNn DIVISI O:-: - ) . steve-
nc t' leMO): 2. ' Holm<'S (FP): 3. Ra-
mO:-l ISWi\fO, . 126-P 0 UNO - 1. 
""Blal!k man (C~ssman 
, l"EMO) : 3. N I e b u r (SEM/o), 13-1 · 
POt;ND .- l. Vogel (M OC) ; 2. Banks 
leMO): 3. Haub (CMO). H2·POUND 
1 Pow er (OMO)· 3 Greco (FP) · 
- -
J. Jarvi::; (NWMO) . 150·PIOUNfI) _ 1 . 
S toe Ii: d a I e (C)fQ); 2. C rowder 
4 N.WMO) ; 3 . Ragland (CMO). 158-
POUND - 1. Hughell (CMO); 2. Ber-
r r (F P ); 3 . Sie larr (lr\'WMO) .. 167· 
POUND - 1. Jorgensen (NWMIQ); Z. 
Miller (N,WMO); 3 . M'~rath (CMO). 
I 77 · POUNn - 1. Coil (SWlMO ) ; 2. 
Gut h J e,' (CMO) : 3. L emonds 
(NWMO). 1 90·POUN'D - 1. }o"'lrltc.hte 
t C1'lIO) ; 2. Ganz (UM:R); 3. Middleton 
4!\" W M .0). HDAVYlWElGHT - 1 . 
Georger (MeC): 2. Dubbert (CMD); 
3. F laws (NWMO). 
OUTLINES 
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Tech club Takes Third 
Kappa Sig Keeps B-ball Crown; 
Shucart Clinches 0.1. Decision 
Intramural power Kappa 
Sigma has captured the 1M 
basketball crown, taking the 
deciding game from Engine 
Club, 32-20. The victory came 
after an overtime period and 
sudden death. Frank Bright 
sparked the " Big Green 
Machine" in the finals with 15 
points . Walling contributed 10 
pOints to the scoring effort. The 
balanced Engine attack was led 
by Wells , and Johnson each 
scoring 8 points. 
In the consolation game, Tech 
squeaked by MRHA, 49-47 . Tech 
got an outstanding performance 
from Houser as he scored 20 
points to lead all scorers . Siders 
hit 16 for MRHA. 
In girls basketball , WRHA 
continued its domination of 
women 's intramurals by 
beating T J , 18-9 for the title. 
Roach was too much for the TJ 
Dolls , as she hit for 12 points. 
A hand goes out to the of-
ficials calling the finals , as well 
as all the others. Many of the 
games were close, and the of-
ficials did a fine job. 
Table tennis competition has 
been completed , with Lambda 
Chi Alpha taking the honors. 
Lambda Chi was paced by the 
doubles titlists Headington, and 
Crowell. Sig Ep was second in 
the team standings. 
In other individual honors, 
J aruparich of Newman was 
singles champion , with Fritche, 
of the Mates as the runner-up. 
The team of Chervitz and Kohn 
were second in the doubles 
competition. 
Intramural action for this 
semester has been completed. 
Volleyball will open intramural 
action next semester, with 
wrestling and hand ball oc-
curring early in the semester. 
With the points for intramural 
basketball in , Lambda Chi 
Alpha is still on top. Kappa 
Sigma is closing on them, only 
80 points behind. Pi Kappa 
Alpha , TKE , and Beta Sigma 
Psi round out the top five , but 
there is pressure from behind , 
as all the top ten teams are 
close. In the Women's pOint 
totals , WRHA holds a 20 point 
lead over the T J Dolls , their 
nearest competitor. 
Tankmen Down Westminster: 
Wenger Sets Varsity Mark 
This Saturday marked the 
opening of the swimming 
season. The Miners hosted 
Westminster College of Fulton, 
Missouri and beat them rather 
convincingly, 100-12. In fact, the 
highest any Westminster 
swimmer placed was second, 
and that happened only once. So 
the meet was all UMR and the 
Miners looked very good in their 
first meet. 
After a twenty-two second 
victory in the 400 medley relay 
one of the highlights of the af-
ternoon occured. Tom Wenger, 
a freshman from Muscatine, 
Iowa, set a new school record in 
the 1000 yard freestyle event, 
with a time of 11: 12.0, eclipsing 
Jim Glasa 's record of last year 
by almost nine seconds. 
Another freshman , Larry 
Molina , then showed what he 
could do as he won the 200 free 
in under two minutes. Then 
came the 50 free and two more' 
surprises. Jim Entwistle and 
Ron Dutton finished in a tie for 
first with times of : 23.6, which 
are orily eight tenths of a second 
off the pool record. For this 
early in the season the time was 
very good, and even more so for 
Dutton , whose normal specialty 
is diving . 
After a Tim Blood-Bill 
Grieser one-two finish in the 200 
individual medley , Ron Dutton 
proved he really was a diver. He 
C H AM PION TE RM P A PERS 
636 Beacon Sf. ( N o. 605) 
Bos to n, Ma ss . 022 15 
61 7- 536-9700 
R ese ar ch materi a l for 
Te rm Pape rs, Re port s, Theses, etc . 
For Infor m ation 
please write or ca ll 
DOWNTOWN 
AUTO SALES 
Call 364-8300 and 
ask for 
Ron OR Howard 
Strawhun Riden 
CLEAN USED CARS 
won the one meter required 
with a total of 142.1 pOints but 
was being closely pursued by 
teammate Steve Peppers. Only 
some unbelievable dives in the 
one meter optional gave Dutton 
the overall diving victory. But . 
Peppers stayed close to him, so 
close , that both of them 
qualified for the NCAA college 
division national cham-
pionships-and in the first meet 
of the year. This had to be the 
highlight of the day. 
Phil HenrY aiid Bill Grieser 
took one-two in the 200 fly. This 
is normally Jack Belshe's 
specialty, but his eligibility will 
not be decided upon until later 
this week. If the decision is in 
his favor , he will undoubtably 
make the trip to Cape. The 
same type of decision will also 
be made on Don Steinnerd, who 
set several swimming marks 
two y-ears ago. These two 
decisions could be very im-
portant as to how the season will 
turn out. 
Lary Molina then showed his 
victory in the 200 free was no 
fluke, as he won the 100 free . 
This was followed by BIll 
Kroeger's four tenths of a 
second victory over teammate 
Jim West in the 200 backstroke. 
Tom Wenger proved he is for 
real also as he won the 500 free 
missing the varSity record by 
only three sedonds. Tim Blood 
and another good freshman, 
Rich Dillon, finished one-two in 
the 200 yard breastroke, and 
then Blood teamed up with 
those other two freshmen, 
Molina and Wenger, and Jim 
Entwistle to win · the 400 free 
relay , in a time only eight 
seconds behind last year's best 
time. 
King's Choice Now Has Packaged 
BEER 
For Your Convenience 
KI NG'S CHOICE 
1009 PINE 
ER CORRAL 
DECEMBER 6, 1972 
Dale Walling throws up a layup for Kappa Sig in their 
intramural basketball championship game against 
Engine Club. On the left is Harry Ammons, and on the 
right, Ray Newman. Kappa Sig won in sudden death 
overtime, 32-20. 
PIZZA 
ALEX PIZZA PALACE 
17 STEAMING VARIETIES 
SANDWICHES AND BEER 
Hours. (Open Da ; Iy) 
Fro," 4 p.m. To 2 a.m. 
Seven Days A Week 
DIAL 364·2669 
FOR TAKEOUTS & 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
T-HIS WEEK'S SPECIALS 
FALSTAFF 12 oz. cans 
HAMM'S 12 oz. cans 
SCHLITZ MALT 8 oz. cans $.88 
COLT 45 8 oz. cans 
MALT DUCK Quarts 
Keep Warm With Spirits From 
509 
116 W. 8th Street 
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Miners Win Opener 
Continued From Page 9 
8 tie in the opening moments of 
the game. Even though UMR 
led near the end of the fi rst ha lf 
by usually five to seven points , 
their lead dwindled to 3 at 
halftime. The halftime score 
was 31-28. 
The Rangers had three 
players who came alive in the 
second half to pull the game out 
of the fire for Pa rkside. Mike 
Hanke, Gary Cole, and Chuck 
Chambliss helped to overcome 
the deficit they had a t halftime. 
The Miners stayed in the game 
mostly because of the efforts of 
John Williams who had 19 points 
for the game. 
In the fina l two minutes of the 
game Royce Vessell put in a 
jump shot to pull the Miners 
within one point . With the score 
67-66 Wisconsin-Parkside went 
into a stall . With 20 seconds left , 
Mike Hanke put up a shot and 
Williams got a personal four 
and goal-tending ca lled against 
him . Hanke made the free 
throw making the score 70-66. 
The Rangers tacked on two 
more points in the form of free 
throws to make the final score 
72-66. 
Rodney LeGrand goes in the back door for a picture 
layup_ Rodney com ing ba ck from a broken foot , seems to 
be ba ck in his old for m. Photo by Ray Blank 
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UMR, Lincoln Renew Rivalry : 
Tigers Return Four Starte rs 
The Miners , with a 1-2 early 
season record, now face the 
unenviable task of trying to 
dera il the Li ncoln express, 
s teaming for their second 
consecutive MIAA conference 
basketba ll championship. The 
Min er cagers , who loo ked 
pretty ragged in their season 
opener, must put together a 
good defensive effort, and in 
addition gener a te some of-
fensive firepower to upset the 
LU squad. 
The Tigers won the MlAA title 
last year despite some late 
season controversy regarding 
the eligibility of one of their 
players. They are returning 
four of their five starters, and 
seem to have a better than even 
shot to repeat. Top returnee for 
the Tigers will be 6-5 Lamont 
Pruitt. Pruitt won the MIAA 
Most Valuable Player Award 
last year, and played two strong 
games against the Miners in 
their two league match-Ups. 
Clarence Gant, a 6-2 senior 
guard from Kansas City , 
Missouri, will also return to 
start on this year's squad. Gant, 
is a good ballhandler and is 
primarily noted as an offensive 
threat. The captain of this 
year's Lincoln squad will be 
James Hampton. Hampton was 
the top reboundei- for the Tigers 
last year at 6-5 and 200 pounds. 
James Parchmann , a 6-0 
guard will also be returning to 
Don Corbett's Tigers. The 
Tigers finished last season with 
a record of 21-7, and were 11-1 in 
conference play. Last year 
Lincoln outscored their con-
ference opponents by nearly 150 
points, or an average of more 
than ten points per game. 
Lincoln had three men in the top 
ten in scoring last year in the 
fina l MIAA sta tistics, as 
Lamont Pruitt averaged 19.9 
points per game to hold down 
the number three spot and 
Clarence Gant averaged 16.9 
and finished 6th . Ben Young, the 
only letterman not returning to 
the 72-73 Lincoln team, held 
down the tenth spot. Lincoln led 
the MIAA last year in total 
points scor ed with 2379 , 
The Tigers seem to have a bit 
of the edge for the game, but the 
Miners have a good shot at a 
mild upset, particularly con-
sidering the home court ad-
vantage that should be working 
in their favor. The game 
Thursday night should be one of 
the best contests of the year as 
the two top contenders for the 
MIAA title will meet head on for 
the early season conference 
lead. 
rebounding with 1282, and @'iii'%'~;:%,@,,{@rM@~"N"I'@i';"i"i~m,~,'l'i"'" 
averaged 85 points per contest, 
by far the best in the league. 
The Miners will have three 
games under their belts when 
they tangle with the Tigers in 
the 7: 30 home contest Thursday 
night. The Tigers, on the other 
hand played their season opener 
December 2 against Lemoyne-
Owen, so the Miners will be only 
their second game of the year. 
Last year's Miner-Tiger hook-
ups were -both exciting games 
that went down to the wire. The 
Tigers defeated the Miners, 97-
92 in Jefferson City, beat them 
86-79 in a non-conference 
match , and then journeyed to 
Rolla where one of the most 
rabid Miner crowds in years 
saw their team bow, 81-79 in the 
game in which all-MIAA for-
ward John Williams injured his 
knee. 
The game will be the first 
conference contest for both 
teams, although it will be held 
before the all-MIAA tour-
nament. That tourney is 
scheduled for January 4-6, and 
after it ends, the Miners should 
have a good idea of their 
chances for grabbing their 


















15. Sig Tau 
16. Sig Nu 
17. Delta Tau 
18. Campus Club 




23. APhi A 





29. Pi Kappa Phi 































Honeymilk - the quick energy charge 
of pure, natural honey and the nutritious 
value of cool, refreshing, low-fat milk 
is here. 
Honeymilk is nature's own 
energy booster blended to 
. help you through those 
sleepless all nighters and 
the energy-sapping routine 
of cram sessions. 
Honeymilk with study 
power - natural f ood f or 
thought. 
Ho neymilk is a vai lable a t your local 
grocery store. 
DISTRIBUTED BY HILAND DAIRY 
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Hops It( the "selsonlng" of flM beer. Only the choicest impomd hops 
from tne honored fIelds of CenH11 [UfOpe Ind tne \efV beSt of domest ic bI O\$ums 
from the western United Sutes ue used in breWing Bud'·elser. ( Absoluteh' no 
eltract is used! ) The resul! is Bud l'·s rich. mild Hom, Ind snIppY. refttshing uste 
,. H(fe. the se cnolce hops He ,dded to the .,on .• 'htCh IS boi led in glInt brew 
. " kettles unt'[ the .,ort hls lSsumed JUSt the rtght dehote hop fll\ Or. 
MISSOURI MINER 
Tht hopptd "'OrT is sluincd, 
pu mped to cooling lo..,trS, an d 
tnto 10 fermenting cd lars. YCI.I, made 
from our own speCIal pUfl! culture. 
IS added and (crmcnfl110n begins. 
DECEMBER 6, 1972 
Mall)' bctrs wou ld be rCldy for arlifi,i,! cuoonltion. fihwng Ilid bO ltling II Ihis point. bu t not Budweiser. 
Instead. it goes to huge tanks in Ihc lager (ellars. Heft. beechwood strips m: spread. across thc boltom of (len 
lager hnk, btu is pumped in. {rcshl~' yeasted ""ort is uidcd. Jod thc beer is 1110,·td to nrbon31( iudl nat-
urlll~ as • .il ferments and ages, slo .. ·ly and. quietly 3. second lime. 
(T hlS IS ,he cxcluSl\c Blld,,'el~r Bccch"'ood "gcln~ proccu. It 'ake} morc lime 
(actually as much 15 thrtt lim~s os long IS thc procu.s some heers II~! ) and com 
more money. 1,\11 thc StripS of bucnwood pro\ldc eJlrl surfICe fOf the breweu' 
fClst to ding to-and help dUlly thc bar nuurllly.) 
AlItnl' 15 left to do now . . kegglng. bollJ.ing Ind 
Clnnlng 0perltlOns Ind Iddlng the hmllur hbcllhlt Identifies 
the mOSt populu brl nd of beer the world hu e\er h o.,n : 
Bud.,eiser. King of Beers . 
''';,~. J),.-~ Anh<u"t.Bu"h.I n<' :~~::'<'::"'~-"- Brew' beer t does make a difference! 
-----.. -For a 20" x 28 '1," Budweiser BreWing Chart art print In lull color . send $1 check or money order payable to: BREWING CHART. Anheuser-Busch. Inc .. Dept C, Box 8861. SI. LOUIS. M,SSOUri . 63102 
